Michael’s Taiko Practice
Some of my fellow drummers have often asked me what I use to practice. When I
first started, that was my question too. I did some research and came across the
usual rubber tyre hack on YouTube, but to be honest I didn’t fancy getting one or
taping it, so I searched for a regular drumming practice pad. The one I believe is
the best is the Evans Real Feel pad, which at the time of writing is just £31.00 plus
free delivery.

Evans RealFeel Practice Pad - 12 Inch
https://www.richtonemusic.co.uk/
product/realfeel-by-evans-practicepad-12-inch/
£31 + FREE DELIVERY

I then realised to be able to practice properly I probably needed another pad, but
didn’t want to get the same one, so I came across the Billy Hyde practice pad. It’s
a bit cheaper too. At time of writing it costs £13.71 + £4.99 delivery charges,
totalling £18.70. It has a different sound too. The feel is not as good as the Evans
Real Feel, but useful to play with another pad with a different sound.

The Billy Hyde Practice Pad
https://www.gear4music.com/Drumsand-Percussion/Dixon-12-Billy-HydePractice-Pad/1WEF
£13.71 + £4.99 delivery = £18.70
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Then of course what do you place them on? Some people use chairs, which is
fine, maybe even the dining room table for sure or one suggested their ironing
board. But I wanted an experience, which is closer to the actual stands that are
used in my Taiko classes. So I got 3 broom handles, per pad, from the local
hardware store and if they can cut them for you, have them cut to about 80cm in
length.
3 x wooden broom handles per pad, so 6 broom handles in total
Cost approx. £2 per broom handle = £12.00
Go to your local hardware store or B&Q. Find a hardware store that will cut a
piece off the broom handle. Cut the broom handle to 80cm in length.

2 plastic ties - check your toolbox or man
draw!
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I then realised much later that I need something over the sharp edges off the
broom handles, plus they slip on wooden/tile floors. So I found some rubber ends,
called ferrules. They are amazing and very cheap too. You can get them to the
exact diameter of your broom handle pole. In my case that was 22cm, probably
the same for most, but do double check!

22mm White Rubber Ferrules For
Desks, Tables & Chair Legs
http://rubberferrules.co.uk
£0.47 (each) x 6 (for each set of 3
poles) = £2.82 + £1.99 delivery =
£4.81. If you’re doing 2 sets = £9.62
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Total cost for one pad:
Evans Real Feel: Pad + Poles + Rubber Ferrules = £41.81
Billy Hyde Pad: Pad + Poles + Rubber Ferrules = £29.51
Two pads = £71.32

